NAVY SECRETARY
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EDITORIALS

A Guest Editorial

EDUCATION DIALOG

There are many diverse opinions on the school crisis which must be taken into consideration. A small sample is presented here in the hope that out of our differences an agreement can be found.

A Call for Justice by David Branch

Excerpts from February 28 statement of acting School Board President Dr. DeBose:

...it will provide us with an opportunity to begin to wipe out the effects of years of discrimination in this city... We have no choice except to act. Instead, we are told to wait according to this plan you tell us that it is a radical departure from what we have done before. There is only one answer to this plan — with its provisions for a better educational program and its assurance that students and teachers have the feeling that they are part of the community — is it a radical departure from what we have done before? The Monroe County Human Relations Board finds that in fact, under the provisions of the plan for the changing of school zone boundaries the schools are going to need you. As hollow as it may sound to you today, we all have to keep trying.

There is a new day coming. We are not far from the time when a majority of the elected officials of the Board does, in fact, surrender to the democratic process. I say also that I have not lost my faith in the ability of this democratic society to guarantee justice for its members. It is up to the Board to support legislation for a free, open real estate market, to assure human rights, preserve property values, and foster a free, accurate information on the housing market; (5) and recommend any other programs that will bring top priority to the education of black people and that's the only thing new about it.

Having said all of that, I want to say also that I have not lost my faith in the ability of this democratic society to guarantee justice for its members. It is up to the Board to support legislation for a free, open real estate market, to assure human rights, preserve property values, and foster a free, accurate information on the housing market; (5) and recommend any other programs that will bring top priority to the education of black people and that's the only thing new about it.

---

ASSOCIATED NEGRO PUBLISHERS
ASSOCIATION MEMBER (ANPA)

---

REAL ESTATE PANEL

The Monroe County Human Relations Commission has established a Real Estate Advisory Panel to advise the Board and recommend practices that assure human rights, preserve property values, and foster a free, open real estate market... There is a new day coming. We are not far from the time when a majority of the elected officials of the Board does, in fact, surrender to the democratic process. I say also that I have not lost my faith in the ability of this democratic society to guarantee justice for its members. It is up to the Board to support legislation for a free, open real estate market, to assure human rights, preserve property values, and foster a free, accurate information on the housing market; (5) and recommend any other programs that will bring top priority to the education of black people and that's the only thing new about it.
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National Treasurer of NAACP
Speaker Before Rochester Local Branch

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10, 1970

The national treasurer of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), spoke Sunday, June 7, to local branch members of the NAACP at the First Baptist Church.
The speech, which was given in the Roman Empire had a

Alfred Baker Lewis of Mt. Olivet Baptist Church, Rochester Jobs, Incorporated

See page 4 for details on Rochester Jobs, Incorporated.
**SECRETARY OF NAVY - JOHN H. SHAFFEE CONGRATULATES ENSIGNS**

**McFARLIN’S “POP PLEASERS”**

For $10 & Under

- **WALK SHORTS**
- **KNIT SHIRTS**
- **SPORT SHIRTS**
- **DRESS SHIRTS**
- **WIDE TIES**
- **SHAVE COATS**

**JEWELRY**
- **TOILETRIES**
- **HATS**
- **HOSE**
- **PAJAMAS**
- **NYLON JACKETS**
- **U’WEAR**

**BELTS, BILLFOLDS, SWIM TRUNKS, GIFT BONDS**

**McFARLIN’S**

**DOWNTOWN and GREECE TOWNE MALL**

**NEW WET LOOK PILLOW FASHIONS**

Now the wet look goes wild at home ... sofás and TV pillows with the fashion look of “crinkle patent.” Easy-to-care-for slippered covers in knife-edge-style. Choose white, yellow, black, red, tangerine or lime. Sofas size $6. TV size $14. Sibley’s Fashion Pillows, Third Floor and all suburban stores. Order by phone: 222-2600, 24 hours a day!
BONELESS BEEF ROASTS

- Rump Roast
- Steak Roast
- Sirloin Tip
- Ground Round

The Only Grade Star Sells...
Serve the Best. Choose Us.

Reserved
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BEEF ROASTS
RUMPROAST|STEAKROAST|SIRLOINTIP

GROUND ROUND
THE ONLY GRADE OF BEEF

ROUND

THE ONLY GRADE OF BEEF
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